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GG International School celebrated Achievers’ Day
for the academic year 2022-23 on 1st July 2023.
However the celebration received a dim start by
the sad news of demise of one of our alumni – a

fallen star. A mourning of a minute was observed. 
This added to the solemnness of the theme of

today’s event even starker – significance of mental
wellbeing. Our Director delivered a motivating

welcome address, emphasizing the importance of
not sacrificing our happiness in our efforts to

capture the bigger and more materialistic picture
in life. The Chief Guest Mr. Snehal Khurge, as well

as the Guests of Honour, Dr. Rahul Salunke and Dr.
Shraddha Salunke, adorning the event were

felicitated by our Director Ms. Bharti Bhagwani.
The event received a kick start with performance

of Ganesh Vandana by grade 10 dancers, followed
by Guru Vandana – a respectful ode to the beacon

in the life of every individual. A stirring skit
depicting the ill-effects of social media addiction,
peer pressure, academic stress, bullying but most

importantly, the dark shadows of depression
ensuing from all of the challenges that the youth

are compelled to suffer in silence. The student
achievers as well as the teaching faculty were

felicitated for their outstanding contribution to
excellence in academics by the Chief Guest and

the Guests of Honour, accompanied by the
Director-Principal, the Vice Principal and the

Academic Heads.The event reached culmination
with a speech by The Chief Guest.

 

Achivers'Day

10th grade

Class presentation had been an amazing 
opportunity  to showcase our talents

and learn new things. Class presentation
had music , dance, drama and narration
which helped kids enhance their skills.

The teachers too were very encouraging
and ague a fair chance to everyone. The kids

enjoyed the show. The rehearsals took place in
school and the show happened in Aacharya Atre

Hall. The memories are still fresh in my mind. The
class presentation happens for all classes. Its an

amazing initiative taken by the school There
opportunities are great fun. I hope the school 
 continues to host such   events . All kids were

ready with their costumes and everyone was happy
to be performing in front of their parents.  Our CP
was based on Mental health, were we earned a lot

of new information. We learned about social media
addiction as well ,it was great overall I really

enjoyed our CP.



I was pretty much interested in learning to make a website
much before and was trying to find a course and when I

first got to know that our school is organizing a Bootcamp
for web development I was pretty excited from the very
first moment. I first got to know through a circular which

was circulated in the groups and also l found the
instruction also very well written as they were prepared

very systematically keeping us in mind. From the very first
day l enjoyed each and every moment for those 1 and a

half month as it surely was productive and brilliantly
executed as all the sirs were very good in teaching process

with giving us ample times for practical unlike boring IT
teachers. It was a very terrific month for which l tried to

not even miss one day of school just to not miss the
Bootcamp. I really wish that one more such Boot Camps
should be organized by the school as l am really wishing
for it. IT is always fun is so good teachers are there who

know how and what to teach unlike many other teachers.
Wishing for many more circulars in the near future.
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BOOTCAMP
Newsletter - July Events,
Programs, and Artwork at
GG International School

 
Welcome to the July

edition of our newsletter,
where we bring you all the
exciting events, programs,

and artwork that took
place at GG International
School. July was a month

filled with learning,
creativity, and fun for our
students. It was a month

filled with exciting events,
enriching programs, and

astounding artwork at GG
International School. We

are proud of our students'
achievements and their

dedication to learning and
self-expression. Stay tuned

for more updates and
happenings in our next

newsletter.
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TABLE TENNIS INTRA MATCHES 

SPORTS FEST
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Be like a table tennis ball, the harder they throw you,
the harder you rise.

 
Table tennis is a game that is one of precision and
concentration. The matches for table tennis intra
competition recently took place with maximum

participation of students. Students from the zero period
as well as well outside participated with great gusto.

Seeta ma’am and Dhruvi ma’am marked the start of the
competition with Latika ma’am, Tushar sir and

Shreeshailya sir. The final teams played on 15th,
Saturday. The selection for the same continued over the

previous week.
 

Nitya’s team won in under 14 girls and Sakshi’s team
won in under 19. Shreeya and Arihant won in under 17

mixed doubles while Asmi and Konark won in under 19.
 

Overall, the matches went well with great enthusiasm.

Taekwondo Intra Zero Period and ZP
selection

Conducted on GGIS pimpri Ground today
on 17th  to 19th  July

 2023.
There were  different groups of students
as sub. junior, cadet under 55  girls and

boys   as we had kept this selections open
for all students. 

The event was conducted smoothly, 
Students were Diciplined and really

Enthusiastic for the event.
All Students Participated in the Events

they had chosen. Every student got
Chance to Spark their Sports spirit. They

were motivated and got exposure. 
 
 

Taekwondo Intra Zero Period
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Interhouse
 Waste to wealth 

 ( Home Decor ) Grade 6 to 8

This activity helped to bring out
the creativity and innovation in
students. Students made home
decoration items using unused
object like chocolate wrappers,

ice cream sticks, empty glass
bottles etc.



PLANTATION DRIVE
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GG International School has an enduring custom of
conserving nature. We celebrate World Environment

Day to spread awareness and for the protection of our
ecology as an act of tribute to Mother Nature. Taking

various preventive measures for averting the effects of
Global warming as we know that it is the root cause of

the ruin of our environment is the duty of every
individual.With the aim of imparting students the

knowledge to preserve our biosphere and encourage
them towards afforestation, a plantation drive is

organised every year in the campus. One such drive
was held on 7th July 2023, during which many saplings
were planted in the school grounds. The students were

divided into groups of ten and each one was given
saplings to plant and water. Teachers were assigned to
conduct children to the allotted locations for planting
and encouraged them to plant more trees. This drive

highlights the importance of tree plantation to reduce
air pollution and give nature back what we consume in
abundance-oxygen, necessary for every living species

on earth. This month is favourable for the planted
sapling’s growth as the city receives sufficient rainfall.

Being a part of the Seva Act, we GGIans are proud to
help nature and environment in every way we can. The
participation of our students and staff with enthusiasm

made our plantation drive successful.

Maths inhouse training : Topic-1: Joyful classroom
-By Ruchita and Ganga Madam Topic 2: Experiential Learning

On First of June Department of maths conducted in house
training of maths based on topic Joyful learning and

experiential learning .In joyful learning respective teacher
guide what is joyful learnig and importance of joyful learning
in maths.Teacher faciliated how engaging, empowering, and

playful learning of meaningful content help students in a
loving and learning subject. It was activity based training

session where teachers showed there active participation.
Through the joyful learning process a student is always

improving knowledge of self and the world. Same session was
continued by Experiential Learning where trainer

related her experience of teaching. With the help of activity
various topic like area perimeter, trigonometry, relation of Pi

with circumference and diameter was covered. It was an
interactive session. During the session HOD also guided .It
was a fruitful session and fun loving session conducted by

trainer-
 By Kavita tiwari

 

Maths inhouse training 



ANNUAL GENERAL BODY
MEETING - 29TH JULY
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CLASS 8 PRESENTATION

The day 29th of July marked a lot of significance
in the lives of class 8th standard students. It was
a mesmerizing class presentation presented by
them on the day. The theme for the same was

Life, Skill and Sanskaar. Gratitude, sincerity, self
control and will-power was portrayed through

various dances, skits and songs. Class 8th A
showcased will power with a motivating dance-
drama where they portrayed the inspiring story
of a struggling dancer. The dance-drama left the
audience awe-inspired. Class 8th B showcased a

dance about the mighty lord Ram which
inculcated the ceremony. They portrayed

sincerity with a skit about a boy, Aruni, whose
sincerity and determination left the audience in

awe. Class 8th C portrayed gratitude to God,
parents and one another through a mesmerizing
song which rejuvenated the audience. The dance

left everyone with teary eyes.

Date: 29th July23   Venue: Assembly Area, GG International School
Agenda: 1) School Report (2022-23)        2) New Initiatives (2023-24)
Proceedings: 

1.      School Annual Report for session 2023-24 was shared with the PTA
members. The following points were included in the report are as
following:
 School Strength, types of Assessment
Internal (Pen & Paper, Open Book Test, Viva, Project based assessments,
Self assessments)
·External (Asset (English, Science, Math's)
Olympiads(ABHO,IMO,ISO,IGKO,NCO) )--YEE result analysis was shared
for classes 3 to 9, Highlights of Class X & Class XII Board result shared.
Student achievements in the field of Performing arts, Visual arts and
sports were presented. Also the parents were informed about the
upcoming events planned for this academic session (2023-24).
2.    New initiatives for academic session 2023-24 includes, Multiskilled
Foundation Courses for Class IX and X : In association with LAHI,
Internship program is planned for students and teachers of class 9th &
10th.Marathi as a compulsory subject in classes I to IX. Bridging classes
conducted in Zero Period. Sports Fest planned for the Academic session
2023-24. Indigenous Sports on every Saturday. Skill based Informal
Assessment. No Packet Food on every second week of the Month. Skill
based clubs are introduced in Grades VI-VIII . Mental Well Being
Committee is formed for the welfare of the students. Action Research
through Subject Enrichment Activities for students by teachers
3.     The meeting was open for question after the said agenda was over.
The Questions and concerns raised by parents are as follows:
 Weight of school bags, Conditions of school Buses, Feedback shared
teachers not as per the expectation of parents. Requirement for
activities shared by teachers at the last moment, which is very difficult
to manage for working parents. Poor condition of sports uniform
Students not registered for Karate ZP. The event was fruitfully
conducted.

 Reported and Edited by-      Arshiasri-12th, Divesh Reddy-9thB, Rutva-9thB, Charvi Kaushik-7thB,
Arnav Watane-7thB
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                     Sarve bhavantu sukhina

 
ॐ सव� भव�तु सु�खनः
सव� स�तु �नरामयाः।

सव� भ�ा�ण प�य�तु मा क����ःखभा�भवेत।
ॐ शा��तः शा��तः शा��तः॥

 
May all sentient beings be at peace,

may no one suffer from illness,
May all see what is auspicious, may no one suffer.

Om peace, peace, peace.
 

The day 29th of july marked a lot of significance in the lives of 7th
standard students. It was a mesmerizing class presentation
presented by them on the day .The theme for the same was
G20in which sub topic was Green development, Sustainable

development and Yoga and health .In this G20 and importance of
Green development was portrayed. A Solo dance based on G20

was done by class 7th student. Student performed various
culture programs, related to green development ,Skit based on
importance of mother earth and change  occurs in environment

(Global warming) due to human activities .Student performed
dance to inspire today’s generation how to take care of our

environment. At the end importance of healthy food and benefits
of yoga on our health was explained by class 7th students with

the help of Skit and enchanting yoga dance followed zumba
dance. The CP was ended with very enthusiastic song by class 7th

student. Overall the program was super hit.
 



ARCHERY
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Sharvari Shende of IX D participated in
World Archery Youth championship
2023 at Limerick Ireland in Recurve

Girls Under 18 category from 1st to 10th
July 2023.Total 82 girls had participated

in her category from all around the
world. Inspite of extreme whether

conditions she gave her best and ranked
22nd number in overall and 7th in girls

team. During individual elimination she
lost to Mexico with just on tie breaker.
In girls team events India team fought

well up to 1/4 level but lost with
Chinese Taipei. She was the youngest

girl in all 82 participants.

Vihaan has won Gold winner trophy in
International level abacus

competition, held in Chennai, by IPA
Chinese American association 
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POEM BY AAROHI DHANAJI BAGDURE (4B)

JULY

CREATIVE CORNER

School life is wonderful
And I'm enjoying it 

Once a teacher praised me
I felt proud 

Oh! I felt proud 
Once a teacher scolded me
Because I made a mistake

I will fix mistakes 
We are proud of our school GGIS 

We learn here, we play here
We make new friends here

Our school is like a second home to us
We love our school GGIS. 

 

ARTICLE BY DISHA DOMETI (10C)

How big cats drive ecosystems and Balance Economic
Growth 

 
Big cats, such as lions, tigers, leopards, and cheetahs

have long captivated our imagination with their
majestic presence. Beyond their undeniable beauty,

these wonderful predators play a vital role in
maintaining the balance of our ecosystems and
contribute significantly to our economy. As top

predators, they play an important role in maintaining
the harmony of the planet’s ecosystems. By preying on
herbivores, they help to keep the balance between the

prey animals and the forest vegetation which they
feed upon by preventing an over-population of

herbivores and overgrazing. Without predators, prey
populations may explode, overgrazing and degrading

the health of the landscape. This can lead to
intensifying wildfires, disease and a host of other

ecological challenges. In folklore, mythology and art,
big cats have been revered and depicted in various

forms. Overall, in the conclusion, big cats play a vital
role in our ecosystem and economy. Furthermore,

they contribute significantly to our economy through
ecotourism, scientific research, and cultural

significance. Recognizing and appreciating the vital
role of big cats is essential for the preservation of

these majestic creatures and the overall well-being of
our planet. 

Every Day is a new day, 
it’s perfect and pink.

I Love new day as something happens!
Something Exciting and Wonderful!

A new second, minute and hour.
The beautiful scent of flowers,

A fun swimming in a pool,
With hot and cold water.

The best to be the breeze of air, 
So wonderful.

A new lesson to learn,
The new fun to play in rain.

 POEM BY AMAIRA MAKUBHAI(2C)



DISHA DOMETI (10C)
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by Praniti

Arhan Nisar Sayyad     2-C
 

Aarush Mogre ..Class 4A

Ishan Verma 4A 

 AASHVI  SHAHI (3B)AASHVI  SHAHI (3B)
 Reported and Edited by-      Arshiasri-12th, Divesh Reddy-9thB, Rutva-9thB, Charvi Kaushik-7thB,

Arnav Watane-7thB


